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INTRODUCTION
INTERREG Europe financed by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
is scheduled to run from 2014 to 2020 http://www.interreg4c.eu/interreg-europe/.
The ERDF budget for the overall INTERREG project is EUR 359 million. The
Environment theme will receive a proportion of this. The purpose of this document
on the Derg catchment is to demonstrate information available to help with project
proposals for river restoration schemes and integrated catchment management
actions (including groundwater). It will demonstrate the wide range of information
currently available within the NI Environment Agency (NIEA) and ROI Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for each catchment (using the Derg as an example). This
will save applicants duplicating studies already completed while suggesting types of
information they can collect. It will provide information on the failing elements for
parts of the system. There is pressures information to guide how improvements may
be progressed to meet WFD objectives. In addition there are impact assessments
to guide how improvements may be progressed to meet WFD 2023 result indicator
targets for INTERREG V. Any works to be carried out should be in line with current
licensing and regulations 1.
WFD STATUS AND OBJECTIVES
Map 1: Derg 2023 Objectives

1

River works guidance document http://www.doeni.gov.uk/surface_water_alteration_handbook__online_version.pdf
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For European reporting NI has been divided into 450 sections called river water
bodies. Although we provide classifications at a water body scale, consideration of
the catchment as a whole is ideal when investigating problems or planning works.
For example, a barrier in the downstream water body may be impacting on fish
upstream or intensive land use upstream may be causing siltation downstream.
The 2023 objective for all of the Derg water bodies is Good (see map above and
table in appendix). Current status is already Good in 6 out of the 11 water bodies in
this system. Status is assessed using biological, chemical and hydromorphological
parameters. Some of these have five band classes, but hydromorphology only feeds
in at High status and can only reduce the score to Good. Information gathered for
hydromorphology is used to design programmes of measures.
MANAGING FRESHWATER RESOURCES IN AN INTEGRATED CATCHMENT
Managing water resources by Integrated Catchment Management (ICM) integrates
all water types including surface water and groundwater in the subsurface. As the
hydrological cycle demonstrates, groundwater is an integral part of the water
environment. More information on the hydrological cycle can be found on the
Northern Ireland Environment Agency webpage:
http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/04_hydrological_cycle.pdf .
Of all liquid freshwater on earth 98.97 % is made up of groundwater, 0.87 % of
surface water (rivers, lakes, wetlands) and 0.16 % of atmospheric moisture [Younger,
P E (2007). Groundwater in the Environment: An introduction, Oxford: Blackwell Publishing].
Groundwater is an important part of the hydrological cycle, so any integrated
catchment or river basin management plan must consider groundwater as an integral
element - it is not only a receptor to anthropogenic pressures, but also a pathway.
Groundwater is often overlooked, but is an important pathway for potential
contaminants entering the groundwater in areas of high groundwater vulnerability.
Groundwater is also an important resource in providing baseflow to rivers (and that is
why rivers continue to flow during dry weather) as well as lakes and groundwater
dependant terrestrial ecosystems (wetlands) (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Groundwater is the pathway (as well as being a receptor) for land-use
based pressures that could impact on rivers, lakes and wetlands.
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All groundwater bodies except the Neagh groundwater body are designated as
drinking water protected areas in Northern Ireland. In the Republic of Ireland all
groundwater bodies have been designated as drinking water protected areas.
For the management of groundwater resources under the Water Framework
Directive, bedrock and superficial groundwater bodies have been defined within the
River Basin Districts. Groundwater bodies are management units and their
delineation follows hydrogeological principles. As a result, groundwater body
boundaries are based on the interpretation of regional geology and hydrogeology
including geological boundaries and hydrogeological flow boundaries. Hence
groundwater body boundaries are often not identical to surface water catchment
boundaries. This document will summarizes local groundwater bodies or parts of
groundwater bodies in each surface water catchment.
GROUNDWATER IN INTEGRATED CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT – INTERREG
PROJECT
Catchment management is an approach to managing both land and water resources.
Some understanding of the complex linkages between land and water and how we
impact upon both is at the heart of catchment management. The way we manage the
land has consequences for the water that drains from and through it so that the
quality and quantity of water in the streams, river, lakes and groundwater of a
catchment reflect the pressures of the surrounding land use. Integrated Catchment
Management is therefore a process that recognises the catchment as the
appropriate organising unit for understanding and managing ecosystem processes in
a context that includes social, economic and political considerations, and guides
communities towards an agreed vision of sustainable land and water resource
management for their catchment [B. Harris, 2013, http://www.iahireland.org/conference-proceedings/2013.pdf].
Within the 11 cross border catchments are thirty-three cross-border groundwater
bodies. These are groundwater bodies that are shared between Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland. Forty-two groundwater bodies or parts of them (consisting of
cross-border and non-cross-border groundwater bodies) lie within the area of the 11
catchments.
The output indicator is the installation of 50 cross-border groundwater monitoring
wells. The selection of borehole locations for groundwater monitoring wells should be
driven by the current hydrogeological understanding and conceptual model of the
catchment. Draft conceptual models are available for selected groundwater bodies
on request from NIEA. For all groundwater bodies in Northern Ireland risk
assessments based on a loadings model of nitrate and phosphorus concentrations in
groundwater have been carried out.
The loadings model took into account features like catchment geography, sewered/
unsewered population, land use (based on the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology
Land Cover Map 2000, Agricultural Census Northern Ireland data 2011), livestock
numbers (Agricultural Census Northern Ireland data 2011), and landfills to predict a
concentration of nitrate and phosphorus in groundwater. There are a number of
groundwater bodies where a verification of the loadings model is currently not
possible due a scarcity of groundwater monitoring data. Data verification will
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enhance the understanding of the catchment and groundwater/ surface water
interaction (pathways).

ANTICIPATED ACTIONS/ DELIVERABLES
The newly established network will provide the successful party/ consortium with
groundwater monitoring data to improve confidence in the status assessments of the
groundwater bodies. The analysis of water quality will provide data for the
establishment of baseline conditions and possibly trend assessment to further
develop the conceptual models for groundwater bodies. Geological and
hydrogeological understanding gained from the drilling process, especially on the
thickness and nature of the superficial deposits will also contribute to a better
understanding of the groundwater vulnerability in the cross-border catchments and
improve the characterisation and conceptual models of the groundwater bodies.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
The Derg River flows through the middle of this catchment with tributaries flowing in
from north and south. The main Derg channel has been divided into three water
bodies. The most upstream water body is called Derg at Legvin, the middle section
is Derg at Killeter, and the most downstream water body is Derg at Millbrook. The
Mourne Beg River flows in from the north through Derrygoonan and Lisnacloone.
There are 6 tributaries flowing in from the south west. The most upstream is
Glendergan River, then Leaghany River, Owenboy Burn, Tievemore Burn,
Killen Burn, and the most downstream water body is Lough Catherine.
River channels in this catchment have good slope being dominated by cascade step
pool and pool riffle glide type sections. The solid geology is predominantly
sandstone with basalt dykes and patches of limestone and mudstone. There is peat
drift geology in the upper reaches. Sand and silt are present along the river course
surrounded by areas of till. Pastures dominate the land with areas of coniferous
forestry and peat bogs present. The River Foyle and tributaries 2 Area of Special
Scientific Interest (ASSI) designation for Atlantic salmon and otters is present in this
catchment. There are also a few Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) designations
including River Foyle and tributaries 3. Aerial images show the channels are
meandering, but historic layers are needed to assess if they are still moving naturally
within their floodplain. Often channels were historically deepened to help with land
drainage. This restricts them to the same path flowing within artificially steepened
banks. The main channel has been designated by Rivers Agency for flood
prevention work. Historic layers show some floodplain connection along the lower
reaches of the main channel. Maps indicate a few culverted reaches around
Castlederg. There are several road crossings over the river channels. The
Mourne Beg River has a licensed impoundment marked. There are sluices and a
permanent weir also marked in this catchment.
2

http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/protected_areas_home/new_assi_landing_page/county_tyrone2/river_foyle_and_tributaries_assi.htm
3
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/ProtectedSites/SACselection/sac.asp?EUCode=UK0030320
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Recent hydromorphology assessment data (using the River Hydromorphology
Assessment Technique, RHAT 4) is available for 5 of the 11 water bodies listed here
on the Derg system. These scored good for habitat, but are mostly moderate final
classification due to pH. (See cover map and appendix for full list of 11 water body
identifiers on this Derg system.) New standards are being brought in for pH
dependent on levels of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) which mean the pH
classifications will improve in the next round of classification. An additional
6 water bodies are detailed in this report to link the 5 areas RHAT surveyed. Issues
identified in the survey areas include moderate pH (see note above), coniferous
forest, reduced broadleaf buffer strips, high erosion risk areas and high intensity
agriculture.
RESULTS
Map 2: Locations of the 11 water bodies discussed in this report

Results are collated below with summaries of pressures and the resulting biological
and chemical element draft classifications. An outline is provided of the types of
restoration work that could be considered. These suggestions are by no means final
or full assessments of all the pressures. The information provided for the following
water bodies will show how we identify problems. It is hoped this will give applicants
ideas on restoration schemes to benefit ecological status.

4

RHAT manual http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/rhat_training_manual.pdf
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This report provides:
•

Existing RHAT information for 5 of the 11 Derg water bodies

•

6 additional water bodies to link the 5 (desktop survey only, no recent field
work data)

•

Classification data available for the water bodies

•

Summary of the problems and discussion for each water body

•

Critical risk maps highlight areas of potential runoff risk from intensive land
use. Please note this represents relative risk across NI. It does not indicate a
'specific' environmental impacting field. If fields fall within a risk area they are
more likely to represent higher risk fields than those outside the area.

Water body ID

Location

Classification and failing
elements

Main Derg water bodies
GBNI1NW010102056 DERG RIVER (LEGVIN)
Moderate pH
GBNI1NW010102094 DERG RIVER (KILLETER)
Good
GBNI1NW010102095 DERG RIVER (MILLBROOK)
Good
Mourne Beg Water bodies
MOURNE BEG RIVER
Overall Poor. Moderate for
GBNI1NW010102066
(DERRYGOONAN)
pH and Hydrology
MOURNE BEG RIVER
GBNI1NW010102064
Good
(LISNACLOONE)
Six feeder water bodies from the south west
GBNI1NW010102067 GLENDERGAN RIVER
Moderate pH
DERG RIVER
GBNI1NW010104068
Moderate pH & Diatoms
(CROCKNACUNNY)
GBNI1NW010103065 OWENBOY BURN
Moderate pH
GBNI1NW010102047 TIEVEMORE BURN
Good
GBNI1NW010102050 KILLEN BURN
Good
LOUGH CATHERINE
GBNI1NW010104073
Good
STREAM
Table 1: Water body classifications and failing elements where applicable
Other Information is available on the DOE website for all the NI river catchments.
Links to the documents for the Derg System are provided here.
•

SWMI http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/northwesternriverbasindistrictbooklet.pdf

•

Draft plans and reasons for status http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/derg-andmourne-historical-status-cycle2.pdf.

•

LMA updates http://www.doeni.gov.uk/wonderfulni/2015-wfd-north-westernriver-basin-management-plan-summary.pdf
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•

2014 NIEA web mapper http://maps.ehsni.gov.uk/wmuviewerplan2/

•

EPA map viewer http://gis.epa.ie/Envision

•

GSNI Geoindex: information on regional geology and hydrogeology
http://mapapps2.bgs.ac.uk/GSNI_Geoindex/home.html

• Direct link to EPA Geoportal Site for downloading ROI environmental data and
EPA maps http://gis.epa.ie/
• EDEN provides an online gateway to Environmental and Radiological
Protection Licensing, Monitoring, GIS and Reporting applications
https://www.edenireland.ie/
• GSNI Geoindex: information on regional geology and hydrogeology
http://mapapps2.bgs.ac.uk/GSNI_Geoindex/home.html

If you would like to request specific information for INTERREG V river data please
email RiverBasinPlanning@doeni.gov.uk
For specific information on groundwater please contact the Land and Groundwater
Team on LGWinfo@doeni.gov.uk

MARY TOLAND
Higher Scientific Officer
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GROUNDWATER

Part of the Ballybofey groundwater body as well as the Castlederg groundwater body
lie within the Derg catchment. The Ballybofey and Castlederg groundwater bodies
are currently at good status. Groundwater monitoring in the Castlederg groundwater
body was discontinued in 2012, as access to a third-party borehole was lost due to
change in business circumstances.
Loadings modelling of nitrate and phosphorus concentrations have been carried out
by Northern Ireland Environment Agency for all groundwater bodies within the
catchment. However, no data are currently available for verifying the loadings
modelling. Verification using groundwater monitoring data obtained from baseline
surveys will enhance understanding of catchment and groundwater/ surface water
interaction (pathways).
Derg catchment overview
groundwater
status
body
assessment
Castlederg
good
Ballybofey
good

elements at risk, (notes)
(groundwater monitoring discontinued)
(no groundwater monitoring data available)
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CATCHMENT: DERG RIVER 3 (LEGVIN)
GBNI1NW010102056
SURVEILLANCE SITE CLASSIFICATION: Good
OVERALL MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION: Good
HYDROLOGY: High
HYDROMORPHOLOGY WB CLASS: Good

© Crown
copyright and
database rights
OSNI
EMOU206.2

SITE CODE
DRG005*
DRG097*
DRG096*

IGR
H1262377747
H1355879070
H1355878017

*Spot check only
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CLASSIFICATION
Good
High/Good
Good/Moderate

CATCHMENT: DERG RIVER 3
GBNI1NW010102056
Survey team: Mary Toland and Mairead Murphy
Survey date: 30/08/12
This water body was surveyed as part of an acid waters study in the Derg system.
The upper areas are dominated by coniferous forestry. Peat bogs dominate the
riparian area with a few patches of grassland. There are very few trees along the
river banks. The solid geology is sandstone with a basalt dyke at Mullyfa. The drift
geology is peat with some sand and silt present. Essan Burn and Mullyfamore have
been designated as an ASSI for blanket bog. River Foyle and tributaries were
designated ASSI for Atlantic salmon and otter, and SAC for inland water bodies and
bogs. The river typologies are a mixture of pool riffle glide and cascade step pool
demonstrating good slope along the channels. The river is meandering and appears
to be confined in a tight valley in places. But in areas of wider valley the historic map
is showing no floodplain connection. This indicates the possibility of historic
deepening or widening of the channel. There are a few road crossings over the river
channels. Three sites were surveyed in 2012.
The pool riffle glide section of the Derg at Legvin (DRG005) viewed along a 275m
reach scored good for habitat. The river was in its natural course with mosses and
woody habitat present. Moorland heath dominated the riparian area, but there was
some evidence of bank trampling downstream on the right bank. A major road
bridge was present and the river was widened here with a short section of bank
reinforcement. Japanese knotweed was present upstream on the left bank.
Essan Burn was surveyed (95m reach) at Essan Road (DRG097) and it scored high
upstream and good downstream for habitat. The river was a cascade step pool type
and appeared to be in its natural course within a confined valley. There was bedrock
and boulders substrate with mosses and woody habitat present. A bridge was built
over the historic ford and tipped debris was present upstream on the left bank. Tree
cover along the banks was less than optimal and rough pasture dominated the riparian
area. Upstream on the right broadleaf vegetation was present in the riparian area.
Gullynawore Burn was viewed along a 60m reach and it scored good for habitat
upstream and moderate downstream. The river was in its natural course with
cascade step pool flow types. Substrate was a good boulder bedrock mix but
vegetation or wood were not visible in the channel. This may be due to high
velocities. Downstream the banks were trampled bare. Upstream embankments
were present. Simple vegetation and grassland was present in the riparian area with
no buffer strip from the grazed areas.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
•
•
•
•
•

Manage alien invasive bank side plant Japanese knotweed
Fence off banks to reduce trampling where it is excessive
Plant a native buffer strip where required
Protect good habitat
Investigate barrier from road crossings on biota, sediment and flow
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CATCHMENT: DERG RIVER 3
GBNI1NW010102056
MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
N/a
pH
Moderate

SRP
High
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
High
FISH
N/a

IE status
N/a
2014 NI Status
Moderate

DISCUSSION
The final classification was moderate due to pH. Acid values of the water are
influenced directly by geology, hydrology and biology. The upper areas of this water
body are dominated by coniferous forestry. Peat bogs dominate the riparian area
with little buffer to the channel. Areas of peat often have acidic pH. The other
biological and chemical parameters are all high and good. The pressures map
below shows areas of high erosion risk which could be reduced by native broadleaf
planting. There are also areas of high agricultural runoff risk and fine sediment
deposition risk in the channels. These pressures may also be alleviated by better
buffer strips along the channel. Japanese knotweed was recorded during surveys.
This bank side non native plant dies back in winter leaving the banks bare. It can
spread by even a small cutting and has been on the media for uprooting concrete.
So care must be taken when working in this area to manage and not spread this
invasive plant.
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CATCHMENT: DERG (KILLETER) RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW010102094

This water body lies to the south west of Castlederg. It has not had a
hydromorphology survey carried out and the hydrology scored high. The results
below have been taken from the NIEA 2014 classification for analysis. But without a
structural survey it may be difficult to assess pressures and impacts and assign
programmes of measures to maintain the good status.
MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
Good
pH
High

SRP
High
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
High
FISH
N/a

IE status
N/a
2014 NI Status
Good

DISCUSSION
The final classification is good. All good status water bodies should be protected
for WFD and a decline in status prevented. The main land use in this water body
is pastures, with areas of conifer forest. The pressures map below shows medium
and high agricultural runoff risk, and channels at moderate risk of fine sediment
deposition. Broadleaf buffer strips along the channel secure the banks and reduce
land run off. There are road crossings present and no fish classification available.
In-channel barriers can also be a barrier to movement of sediment and flow. There
are industrial consents to discharge and a waste water treatment works in this water
body, but none of these appear to be impacting at the monitoring station.
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DERG RIVER AT CREW BRIDGE (MILLBROOK)
GBNI1NW010102095
SURVEILLANCE SITE CLASSIFICATION: Good
OVERALL MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION: Good
HYDROLOGY: Good
HYDROMORPHOLOGY WB CLASS: Good

SITE CODE
DERG01
DERG99*
DERG98*

IGR
H3175484829
H2897084935
H3649887694
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CLASSIFICATION
Good
High
Good

DERG RIVER AT CREW BRIDGE (MILLBROOK)
GBNI1NW010102095
This section of the Derg River is designated by Natural Heritage for Atlantic salmon
and otters. DERG99 at Spamount was the most upstream survey in this water body.
Although there were two low weirs and cattle grazing to the edge of the river, the
channel scored high.
DERG01 at Crew Bridge had a 715m walk over RHAT survey as the next section
was not accessible (to complete 1km access through an area of crops was required).
This stretch scored Good despite the extent of alien bank side plants Himalayan
balsam and Japanese knotweed. The river was not fenced from the land and there
were areas of the right bank poached. The left bank was embanked preventing
natural flood plain interactions.
DERG98 at New Bridge was at the downstream end of the water body before the
confluence with the River Strule. Himalayan balsam was present on the banks and
improved grass dominated the riparian zone. The bridge was a major feature with
4 in-channel abutments and the river downstream appears over-widened.
Although these stretches of river scored Good/High there are several pressures
which may impact on the in-channel ecology. The following recommendations would
prevent a decline from Good occurring through excessive bank erosion or siltation to
the channel.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
•
•
•
•
•

Investigate impact of, and if necessary, removal of weirs
Allow the river to reconnect with its floodplain where feasible
Remove invasive alien plants (Himalayan balsam and Japanese knotweed)
from banks
Fence off buffer strip
Plant native bank side vegetation to prevent recolonisation by alien species

MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
Good
pH
High

SRP
Good
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
High
FISH
Good

IE status
N/a
2014 NI Status
Good

DISCUSSION
The final classification for this water body is good. All good status water bodies
should be protected for WFD and a decline in status prevented. Alien bank side
plants can die back in winter leaving banks bare and subject to excessive erosion.
Native broadleaf buffer strips stabilise the banks reducing erosion and sediment
input to the channel. Care should be given to manage and not to spread invasive
non native species. The pressures map below shows several waste water treatment
works and industrial consents to discharge in this water body. Medium and high
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agricultural runoff risk areas are identified. Classification at the monitoring stations
show water quality to not be excessively impacted by these pressures.
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CATCHMENT: MOURNE BEG RIVER UPPER (DERRYGOONAN)
GBNI1NW010102066
SURVEILLANCE SITE CLASSIFICATION: Good
OVERALL MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION: Good
HYDROLOGY: Moderate
HYDROMORPHOLOGY WB CLASS: Moderate

© Crown copyright
and database rights
OSNI EMOU206.2

SITE CODE
MNE001
MNE099*
MNE098*

IGR
H1261785642
H1241885735
H1681283340

*Spot check only
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CLASSIFICATION
Good
Good
Good/Poor

CATCHMENT: MOURNE BEG RIVER UPPER
GBNI1NW010102066
Survey team: Dawn Lynch and Kevin Lennon
Survey date: 07/08/2012
This cross border water body lies to the west of Castlederg. It was surveyed as part
of the acid waters monitoring programme in 2012. Peat bogs and coniferous forestry
cover the majority of the land with pastures and other agriculture present.
Croagh Bog ASSI and River Foyle and tributaries are present here. The main
channel has sections of lowland meandering and pool riffle glide typologies. The
streams have greater slope and are mainly cascade step pool type. Aerial images
show very few trees along the river channels. A sluice and licensed impoundment
are marked on the lower reaches of the main channel. There is no evidence of
historic floodplain interaction despite a wide valley in places. This indicates that the
channel may have been historically deepened.
A 500m reach surveyed on the Mourne Beg River near Croagh Bridge scored good
for habitat. The channel form was natural pool riffle glide with good flow variations
as expected. The substrate was a mixture of bedrock, boulder, cobble and pebble.
Simple native vegetation dominated the banks with grassland in the riparian. On
Croagh Burn 80m viewed scored Good for habitat. The channel form was natural
apart from modifications at the bridge. There was boulder and cobble substrate and
the banks appeared natural. Improved grass dominated the riparian area and an
embankment was present downstream on the right bank. Approximately 7m viewed
on Mourne Beg River Upper scored good upstream and poor downstream for
habitat. The river was culverted under the road and bare soil was present
downstream. Improved grass was the main land use.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
•
•
•

Investigate barrier posed by road crossings and mitigate where required and
feasible
Plant native broadleaf buffer strips where required throughout the water body
Reconnect the river with its floodplain where natural and feasible

MACROPHYTES
Good
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
Good
pH
Moderate

SRP
Good
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
Good
FISH
N/a

IE status
Poor
2014 NI Status
Poor

DISCUSSION
The final classification was poor due to the IE status. There were no fish data
available for classification, and the pH and hydrology were moderate. Hydrology is
impacted by an impounding reservoir and abstraction at Lough Mourne in the upper
reaches of the Mourne Beg. Acid values of the water are influenced directly by
geology, hydrology and biology. The presence of conifers and peat bogs may be
influencing the pH. Buffer strips can mitigate against land run off and stabilise the
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banks. Without fish data it is not possible to assess the impact of road crossings and
other barriers in the channel on biota. Movement of substrate and flow can also be
impacted by in-channel structures. The pressures map below shows areas at high
risk of erosion. There are reaches with high and moderate risk of sediment
deposition and high risk from agricultural runoff. There are Industrial consents to
discharge in this water body too.
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CATCHMENT: MOURNE BEG (LISNACLOONE) RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW010102064
This water body has not had a hydromorphology survey carried out, but the
hydrology classification was high. Results below have been taken from the NIEA
2014 WFD classification for analysis. But without a structural survey it may be
difficult to assess pressures and impacts and assign programmes of measures to
maintain good status.

MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
Good
pH
High

SRP
Good
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
Good
FISH
N/a

IE status
N/a
2014 NI Status
Good

DISCUSSION
The final classification for this water body is good. For WFD all Good water bodies
should be protected and a decline in status should be prevented. There are
several road crossings on the streams and Mourne Bridge crosses over the main
channel. No fish data was available for classification here, so it is not possible to
assess the impact of any in-channel barriers on biota. Structures in the channel can
also be a barrier to sediment movement and flow. The pressures map below shows
areas of medium and high agricultural runoff risk. A moderate sediment deposition
risk is shown on streams flowing from the southern end. Aerial images show very
few trees along the river channels. Native broadleaf buffer strips reduce land run off
and stabilise the banks reducing sediment deposition in the channel. There are
consents to discharge present in this water body.
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CATCHMENT: GLENDERGAN RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW010102067
SURVEILLANCE SITE CLASSIFICATION: Good
OVERALL MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION: Good
HYDROLOGY: High
HYDROMORPHOLOGY WB CLASS: Good

© Crown
copyright and
database rights
OSNI
EMOU206.2

SITE CODE
GDER01
GDER99*
GDER98*

IGR
H1459379658
H0918481532
H1296281166

*Spot check only
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CLASSIFICATION
Good
Good
High

GLENDERGAN RIVER
GBNI1NW010102067
This section of the Glendergan is designated by Natural Heritage for Atlantic salmon
and otters. The upstream area of this water body is dominated by coniferous
plantation. GDER99 at Big Bridge is the most upstream survey point in this water
body. The river was in spate on the survey day, but the major bridge had artificial
substrate under it and there was possibly a weir downstream. Conifers were present
on the bank tops, impinging on the river and dominating the riparian zone.
The middle site on this water body GDER98 at Mullyfagh Bridge scored High. The
riparian zone was dominated by rough pasture with sheep grazing on the survey
day, but there was a good buffer strip of native vegetation with fences. Some
dumping was evident at this site.
The most downstream survey location before the confluence with the River Derg was
GDER01 at Sraghcumber. The river flow was high on the survey visit so in-channel
features were difficult to assess. There was one major weir upstream of a ford
crossing. There appeared to be either bedrock outcrops or more weirs, but these
should be assessed in lower flows.
This water body is currently Good morphologically and the following
recommendations will enable the river to be maintained at Good or improved further.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
•
•
•
•

Create buffer strip of native trees to prevent coniferous plantation impacting
the river
Follow good forestry practice to prevent additional runoff during forest
treatments or deforestation
Investigate the impact and, if required, removal of bridge apron and weirs
Prevent dumping

MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
Good
pH
Moderate

SRP
High
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
High
FISH
Good

IE status
N/a
2014 NI Status
Moderate

DISCUSSION
The final classification for this water body is moderate due to pH. All other
parameters are high or good. Acid values of the water are influenced directly by
geology, hydrology and biology. The presence of conifers may be influencing the
pH. The pressures map below shows patches of high and medium erosion risk and
areas of high and moderate sediment deposition risk. Buffer strips can mitigate
against land run off and stabilise the banks reducing erosion and sediment input.
The fish classification is good, so bridge aprons and weirs do not appear to be
having a detrimental impact on the movement of biota. But in-channel barriers may
also impact movement of sediment and flow.
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CATCHMENT: DERG RIVER 4 (UPPER CROCKNACUNNY)
GBNI1NW010104068
SURVEILLANCE SITE CLASSIFICATION: Good
OVERALL MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION: N/A
HYDROLOGY: High
HYDROMORPHOLOGY WB CLASS: N/A

© Crown
copyright and
database rights
OSNI
EMOU206.2

SITE CODE
DRG006
DRG095*

IGR
H1080576147
H1006476361

*Spot check only
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CLASSIFICATION
Good
High/Moderate

CATCHMENT: DERG RIVER 4 (UPPER CROCKNACUNNY)
GBNI1NW010104068
Survey team: Mairead Murphy and Richard Donaghey
Survey date: 13/08/2012
This water body is flowing along the border between Donegal and Castlederg. The
main land use is coniferous forestry with peat bogs present. There are a few
patches of woodland, scrub, moors and heath land. The solid geology is sandstone
with some basalt dykes. The drift geology is mainly peat with a few patches of sand,
silt and till. Trees along the river channels are sparse. Although field surveys have
been carried out the sites visited are not enough to classify the water body.
The most upstream survey along 25m on the Derg Feeder at Killeter Forest
(DRG095) scored high upstream and moderate downstream. The river was cascade
step pool type. Flows are impacted by the presence of a culvert and coniferous
plantation is dominant in the riparian area.
A 500m reach surveyed on the River Derg at Crocknacunny Forest scored good for
habitat. The bridge had an apron below it which would be a longitudinal barrier.
Three weirs were also recorded on this reach. The banks were resectioned earth
banks which were showing evidence of renaturalisation. But bank vegetation was
reduced and conifer plantation was close to the river in places.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
•
•
•

Plant native broadleaf buffer strips where feasible
Investigate barriers posed by road crossings
Carry out further surveys to classify the water body with input from EPA

MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
Moderate
pH
Moderate

SRP
Good
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
High
FISH
N/a

IE status
N/a
2014 NI Status
Moderate

DISCUSSION
The final classification is moderate due to pH and diatoms. Without looking at the
diatoms species in depth it is not possible to say what is causing the decline in class.
Acid values of the water are influenced directly by geology, hydrology and biology.
The peat geology and presence of conifers will influence the pH. A culvert and a
bridge apron were present at the two sites visited. In-channel barriers can prevent
movement of biota, sediment and flow through a system. There is no fish
classification for this water body, so it is not currently possible to assess the impact
on biota. The pressures map below shows erosion and fine sediment deposition risk
areas. Native broadleaf vegetation secures river banks preventing excessive
siltation and maintaining water temperature. Buffer strips also reduce land run off
into the river. An industrial consent is shown upstream of the monitoring station.
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CATCHMENT: OWENBOY BURN RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW010103065
This water body has not had a hydromorphology survey carried out. The results
below are taken from the NIEA 2014 WFD classification for analysis. But without a
structural survey it may be difficult to assess pressures and impacts and assign
programmes of measures. The main land use is coniferous forest surrounded by
peat bogs. Available NI maps show sandstone solid geology and peat drift geology.
Aerial images show sparse trees along the river banks.

MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
N/a
pH
Moderate

SRP
High
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
High
FISH
N/a

IE status
N/a
2014 NI Status
Moderate

DISCUSSION
The final classification for this water body is moderate due to pH. Acid values of the
river are influenced directly by geology, hydrology and biology. The hydrology
classification was high, but peat geology and conifers will influence the pH. The
pressures map below shows high erosion risk and high sediment deposition risk on
small streams to the north. A native broadleaf buffer strip would protect the river
from land run off. There were no diatom or fish classifications available.
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CATCHMENT: TIEVEMORE BURN/SHANAGHY BURN RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW010102047
This water body has not had a hydromorphology survey carried out. The results
below have been taken from the NIEA 2014 WFD classification for analysis. But
without a structural survey it may be difficult to assess pressures and impacts and
assign programmes of measures to maintain good status.

MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
Good
pH
High

SRP
High
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
Good
FISH
N/a

IE status
N/a
2014 NI Status
Good

DISCUSSION
The final biology is good, but no fish data was available for classification. For WFD
all Good water bodies should be protected and a decline in status should be
prevented. Without hydromorphology assessments it is not possible to know if there
is suitable access and habitat for fish. But the Physical chemistry and specific
pollutants are all high, so there is not a water quality problem in this water body.
Hydrology was classified as high, so water quantity is not a problem either. The
pressures map below shows high and moderate agricultural runoff risk areas. There
are a few sites at increased erosion risk and reaches at moderate risk of
sedimentation. Aerial images show a reduced tree line along parts of the river
channel. Native broadleaf buffer strips protect the river from land run off and root the
banks reducing erosion.
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CATCHMENT: KILLEN BURN RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW010102050
This water body has not had a hydromorphology survey carried out. The results
below have been taken from the NIEA 2014 classifications for analysis. But without
a structural survey it may be difficult to assess pressures and impacts and assign
programmes of measures to maintain good status. The river appears sinuous and
there is a thin tree line along most of the river.

MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
Good
pH
High

SRP
High
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
Good
FISH
N/a

IE status
N/a
2014 NI Status
Good

DISCUSSION
The final classification for this water body is good including good hydrology. For
WFD all Good water bodies should be protected and a decline in status should
be prevented. No fish data was available for classification. There are several road
crossings over the channel that may be a barrier to movement of biota, sediment and
flow. The pressures map below shows areas at medium and high agricultural runoff
risk. There are streams at moderate risk of sediment deposition. Industrial consents
to discharge are also marked on the map below. But the High/Good results at the
monitoring station demonstrate little, if any, impact from these pressures.
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CATCHMENT: LOUGH CATHERINE STREAM RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW010104073
This water body has not had a hydromorphology survey carried out. The results
below have been taken from the NIEA 2014 classifications for analysis. But without
a structural survey it may be difficult to assess pressures and impacts and assign
programmes of measures to maintain good status. The hydrology classification was
high for this water body. Lough Catherine is present in the centre with streams
flowing into and out of it. Trees are present along the water course.

MACROPHYTES
Good
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
Good
pH
High

SRP
High
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
Good
FISH
N/a

IE status
N/a
2014 NI Status
Good

DISCUSSION
The final classification is good. For WFD all Good water bodies should be
protected and a decline in status should be prevented. No fish data was
available for classification and there are a few road crossings that may pose a barrier
to biota. The pressures map below shows areas at possible risk from agricultural
runoff. There are river reaches with moderate sediment deposition risk. There are
several wastewater treatment works and industrial consents to discharge are
present. Impacts from these pressures are not evident at the monitoring station.
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11 Derg catchment river water bodies
450 wb id

Location

GBNI1NW010102056
GBNI1NW010102094
GBNI1NW010102095
GBNI1NW010102066
GBNI1NW010102064
GBNI1NW010102067

Derg River 3
Derg River (Killeter)
Derg River 1 (Lower)
Mourne Beg River Upper
Mourne Beg River Lower
Glendergan River

GBNI1NW010104068

Derg River is 2wbs merged

GBNI1NW010103065

Owenboy Burn
Shanaghy Burn (aka
Tievemore Burn)
Killen Burn
Was GBNI1NW010102005
and GBNI1NW010102016
merged

GBNI1NW010102047
GBNI1NW010102050
GBNI1NW010104073
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Recent morphology
survey year
2012
NOT
2009
2012
NOT
2009
GBNI1NW010102059 2012,
GBNI1NW010103064
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

WFD River Water Body Objectives

Water body ID

2014 WFD
Status

Objective
for 2015
WFD Status

Objective
for 2021
WFD Status

Objective
for 2027
WFD Status

GBNI1NW010102056

Moderate

Moderate

Good

Good

GBNI1NW010102094

Good

Good

Good

Good

GBNI1NW010102095

Good

Good

Good

Good

GBNI1NW010102066

Poor

Moderate

Good

Good

GBNI1NW010102064

Good

Good

Good

Good

GBNI1NW010102067

Moderate

Moderate

Good

Good

GBNI1NW010104068

Moderate

Moderate

Good

Good

GBNI1NW010103065

Moderate

Moderate

Good

Good

GBNI1NW010102047

Good

Good

Good

Good

GBNI1NW010102050

Good

Good

Good

Good

GBNI1NW010104073

Good

Good

Good

Good
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Changes to river water bodies
Water body ID

Changes from 1st river basin plan

GBNI1NW010102056

Previously known as Derg River 3

GBNI1NW010102094

Previously known as River Derg

GBNI1NW010102095

Previously known as Derg River 1 (Lower)

GBNI1NW010102066

Previously known as Mourne Beg River Upper

GBNI1NW010102064

Previously known as Mourne Beg River Lower

GBNI1NW010102067

No changes

GBNI1NW010104068

GBNI1NW010102059 and
GBNI1NW010103064 merged

GBNI1NW010103065

No changes

GBNI1NW010102047

Previously known as Shanaghy Burn (aka
Tievemore Burn)

GBNI1NW010102050

No changes

GBNI1NW010104073

GBNI1NW010102005 and
GBNI1NW010102016 merged
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